EMPLOYEE POST-TRAVEL DISCLOSURE FORM

This form is for disclosing the receipt of travel expenses from private sources for travel taken in connection with official duties. This form does not eliminate the need to report privately-funded travel on the annual Financial Disclosure Statements of those employees required to file them. In accordance with House Rule 25, clause 5, you must complete this form and file it with the Clerk of the House, by email at gifttravelreports@mail.house.gov, within 15 days after travel is completed. Please do not file this form with the Committee on Ethics.

NOTE: Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

1. Name of Traveler: Edwin Sevilla

2. a. Name of Accompanying Relative: __________________________ OR None
   b. Relationship to Traveler: □ Spouse ◐ Child □ Other (specify): __________________________

3. a. Dates: Departure: 5/19/23 Return: 5/19/23
   b. Dates at Personal Expense, if any: __________________________ OR None


5. Sponsor(s), Who Paid for the Trip: American Society for Prevention of Cruelty of Animals

6. Describe Meetings and Events Attended:
   Visited farms in Lovettsville, VA, Middletown, MD, and Jefferson, MD.

7. Attached to this form are each of the following, signify that each item is attached by checking the corresponding box:
   a. □ a completed Sponsor Post-Travel Disclosure Form;
   b. □ the Primary Trip Sponsor Form completed by the trip sponsor prior to the trip, including all attachments and the Additional Sponsor Form(s);
   c. □ page 2 of the completed Traveler Form submitted by the employee; and
   d. □ the letter from the Committee on Ethics approving my participation on this trip.

8. a. □ I represent that I participated in each of the activities reflected in the attached sponsor's agenda. Signify statement is true by checking the box.
   b. If not, explain:

I certify that the information contained on this form is true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature of Traveler: __________________________ Date: 5/25/23

I authorized this travel in advance. I have determined that all of the expenses listed on the attached Sponsor Post-Travel Disclosure Form were necessary and that the travel was in connection with the employee's official duties and would not create the appearance that the employee is using public office for private gain.

Name of Supervising Member: Rep. Linda Sánchez Date: 5/25/23

Signature of Supervising Member: __________________________
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SPONSOR POST-TRAVEL DISCLOSURE FORM

This form must be completed by an officer of any organization that served as the primary trip sponsor in providing travel expenses or reimbursement for travel expenses to House Members, officers, or employees under House Rule 25, clause 5. A completed copy of the form must be provided to each House Member, officer, or employee who participated on the trip within ten days of their return. You must answer all questions, and check all boxes, on this form for your submission to comply with House rules and the Committee's travel regulations. Failure to comply with this requirement may result in the denial of future requests to sponsor trips and/or subject the current traveler to disciplinary action or a requirement to repay the trip expenses.

NOTE: Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

1. Sponsor(s) who paid for the trip: American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)

2. Travel Destination(s): Lovettsville, Va, Middletown, MD, Jefferson, MD

3. Date of Departure: 5/19/23 Date of Return: 5/19/23

4. Name(s) of Traveler(s):

   Note: You may list more than one traveler on a form only if all information is identical for each person listed.

5. Actual amount of expenses paid on behalf of, or reimbursed to, each individual named in Question 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traveler</th>
<th>Total Transportation Expenses</th>
<th>Total Lodging Expenses</th>
<th>Total Meal Expenses</th>
<th>Total Other Expenses (dollar amount per item and description)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traveler</td>
<td>$80.41</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>$41.34</td>
<td>$26.50 - Rental of tent, tables, chairs, linens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accompanying Family Member</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. All expenses connected to the trip were for actual costs incurred and not a per diem or lump sum payment.

I certify that the information contained in this form is true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature: ____________________________

Date: ____________ 2023

Name: Beverly Jones

Organization: ASPCA

Title: SVP, Chief Legal Officer

I am an officer of the above-named organization. Signify statement is true by checking box.

Address: 600 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE, Washington, DC 20003

Email: beverly.jones@aspca.org

Telephone: (646) 291-4559

Committee staff may contact the above-named individual if additional information is required.

If you have questions regarding your completion of this form, please contact the Committee on Ethics at 202-225-7103.
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TRAVELER FORM

This form should be completed by House Members, officers, or employees seeking Committee approval of privately-sponsored travel or reimbursement for travel under House Rule 25, clause 5. The completed form should be submitted directly to the Committee by each invited House Member, officer, or employee, together with the completed and signed trip sponsor form(s) and any attachments. A copy of this form, minus this initial page, will be made available for public inspection. This form and any attachments may be delivered to the Committee at 1015 Longworth or e-mailed to travel.requests@mail.house.gov.

Your completed request must be submitted to the Committee no less than 30 days before your proposed departure date. Absent exceptional circumstances, permission will not be granted for requests received less than 30 days before the trip commences. You must receive explicit approval from the Committee before you depart on this trip.

Name of Traveler: Edwin Sevilla

NOTE: Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

I certify that the information contained on both pages of this form is true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signature: [Signature]

Name of Signatory (if other than traveler): Edwin Sevilla

For Staff (name of employing Member or Committee): Rep. Linda Sanchez

Office Address: 2428 Rayburn HOB, Washington DC, 20515

Telephone Number: (202) 225-6676

Email Address of Contact Person: Jacqueline.West@aspca.org

☐ Check this box if the sponsoring entity is a media outlet, the purpose of the trip is to make a media appearance sponsored by that entity, and these forms are being submitted to the Committee less than 30 days before the trip departure date.

NOTE: You must complete all of the contact information fields above, as Committee staff may need to contact you if additional information is required.

KEEP A COPY OF THIS FORM. Page 2 (but not this page) must be submitted to the Clerk as part of the post-travel disclosure required by House Rule 25. Travel Regulation § 404(d) also requires you to keep a copy of all request forms and supporting paperwork for three subsequent Congresses from the date of travel.

If there are any questions regarding this form, please contact the Committee on Ethics at 202-225-7103 or via e-mail: travel.requests@mail.house.gov.
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TRAVELER FORM

1. Name of Traveler: Edwin Sevilla

2. Sponsor(s) who will be paying or providing in-kind support for the trip:
   ASPCA

3. City and State OR Foreign Country of Travel: Lovettsville, VA, Middletown, MD, Jefferson, MD

4. a. Date of Departure: 5/19/23  Date of Return: 5/19/23
   b. Yes □  No □ Will you be extending the trip at your personal expense?
      If yes, list dates at personal expense:

5. a. Yes □  No □ Will you be accompanied by a family member at the sponsor’s expense? If yes:
   (1) Name of Accompanying Family Member:
   (2) Relationship to Traveler: □ Spouse □ Child □ Other (specify):
   (3) Yes □  No □ Accompanying Family Member is at least 18 years of age:

6. a. Yes □  No □ Did the trip sponsor answer “Yes” to Question 8(c) on the Primary Trip Sponsor Form
      (i.e., travel is sponsored by an entity that employs a registered federal lobbyist or a foreign agent)?
   b. If yes, and you are requesting lodging for two nights, explain why the second night is warranted:

7. Yes □  No □ Primary Trip Sponsor Form is attached, including agenda, invitee list, and any other attachments
   and Additional Sponsor Forms.

   NOTE: The agenda should show the traveler’s individual schedule, including departure and arrival times and identify
   the specific events in which the traveler will be participating.

8. Explain why participation in the trip is connected to the traveler’s individual official or representational duties.
   Staff should include their job title and how the activities on the itinerary relate to their duties.
   Legislative Assistant covering Agriculture. This trip will help give me a better understanding of the policies and
   programs that shape our farm and food system. It will be especially helpful as the House is set to reauthorize the
   farm bill this Congress.

9. Yes □  No □ Is the traveler aware of any registered federal lobbyists or foreign agents involved planning,
   organizing, requesting, or arranging the trip?

10. For staff travelers, to be completed by your employing Member:

   ADVANCED AUTHORIZATION OF EMPLOYEE TRAVEL

   I hereby authorize the individual named above, an employee of the U.S. House of Representatives who works under my
   direct supervision, to accept expenses for the trip described in this request. I have determined that the above-described
   travel is in connection with my employee’s official duties and that acceptance of these expenses will not create the
   appearance that the employee is using public office for private gain.

   Signature of Employing Member  Date 04/12/2023
PRIMARY TRIP SPONSOR FORM

This form should be completed by private entities offering to provide travel or reimbursement for travel to House Members, officers, or employees under House Rule 25, clause 5. A completed copy of the form (and any attachments) should be provided to each invited House Member, officer, or employee, who will then forward it to the Committee together with a Traveler Form at least 30 days before the start date of the trip. The trip sponsor should NOT submit the form directly to the Committee. The Committee website (ethics.house.gov) provides detailed instructions for filling out the form.

NOTE: Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001. Failure to comply with the Committee’s Travel Regulations may also lead to the denial of permission to sponsor future trips.

1. Sponsor who will be paying for the trip:

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

2. □ I represent that the trip will not be financed, in whole or in part, by a registered federal lobbyist or foreign agent. Signify that the statement is true by checking box.

3. Check only one. I represent that:

a. □ The primary trip sponsor has not accepted from any other source, funds intended directly or indirectly to finance any aspect of the trip; OR

b. □ The trip is arranged without regard to congressional participation and the primary trip sponsor has accepted funds only from entities that will receive a tangible benefit in exchange for those funds; OR

c. □ The primary trip sponsor has accepted funds from other source(s) intended directly or indirectly to finance all or part of this trip and has enclosed disclosure forms from each of those entities.

If “c” is checked, list the names of the additional sponsors:

4. Provide names and titles of ALL House Members and employees you are inviting. For each House invitee, provide an explanation of why the individual was invited (include additional pages if necessary):

Please see attached invite list.

5. Yes □ No □ Is travel being offered to an accompanying family member of the House invitee(s)?

6. Date of departure: 5/19/23 Date of return: 5/19/23

7. a. City of departure: Washington, DC

b. Destination(s): Lovettsville, VA, Middletown, MD & Jefferson, MD

c. City of return: Washington, DC

8. Check only one. I represent that:

a. □ The sponsor of the trip is an institution of higher education within the meaning of section 101 of the Higher Education Act of 1965; OR

b. □ The sponsor of the trip does not retain or employ a registered federal lobbyist or foreign agent; OR

c. □ The sponsor employs or retains a registered federal lobbyist or foreign agent, but the trip is for attendance at a one-day event and lobbyist / foreign agent involvement in planning, organizing, requesting, or arranging the trip was de minimis under the Committee’s travel regulations.

9. Check only one of the following:

a. □ I checked 8(a) or (b) above; OR

b. □ I checked 8(c) above but am not offering any lodging; OR

c. □ I checked 8(c) above and am offering lodging and meals for one night; OR

d. □ I checked 8(c) above and am offering lodging and meals for two nights. If you checked this box, explain why the second night of lodging is warranted:
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10. □ Attached is a detailed agenda of the activities House invitees will be participating in during the travel (i.e., an hourly description of planned activities for trip invitees). Indicate agenda is attached by checking box.

11. **Check only one of the following:**
   a. □ I represent that a registered federal lobbyist or foreign agent will not accompany House Members or employees on any segment of the trip. **Signify that the statement is true by checking box; OR**
   b. □ Not Applicable. Trip sponsor is a U.S. institution of higher education.

12. **For each** sponsor required to submit a sponsor form, describe the sponsor’s interest in the subject matter of the trip and its role in organizing and/or conducting the trip:
   The ASPCA is dedicated to preventing cruelty to dogs, cats, equines and farm animals throughout the United States. As part of that mission, the ASPCA works to improve the lives of farm animals by supporting the transition to a more humane food system. The majority of animals raised for food in the U.S. are currently raised on conventional “factory farms,” where they are denied the space or enrichments to carry out even their most basic natural behaviors. The ASPCA calls for a move away from these inhumane systems and toward higher-welfare and pasture-based farming. The purpose of this trip is to show House and Senate staff how these higher-welfare farming systems look like, how they differ from the conventional model that dominates our food system, and what can be done to support their growth and success into the future. Accordingly, the ASPCA has identified the three farms featured on this trip and organized all of the logistics required to facilitate the travel to and from the farms.

13. **Answer parts a and b. Answer part c if necessary:**
   a. Mode of travel:  □ Air  □ Rail  □ Bus  □ Car  □ Other (specify: Rental Motor Coach
   b. Class of travel:  □ Coach  □ Business  □ First  □ Charter  □ Other  □ (specify:  
   c. If travel will be first class, or by chartered or private aircraft, explain why such travel is warranted:

14. □ I represent that the expenditures related to local area travel during the trip will be unrelated to personal or recreational activities of the invitee(s). **Signify that the statement is true by checking the box.**

15. **Check only one.** I represent that either:
   a. □ The trip involves an event that is arranged or organized **without regard** to congressional participation and that meals provided to congressional participants are similar to those provided to or purchased by other event attendees; OR
   b. □ The trip involves events that are arranged specifically **with regard** to congressional participation.

   If “b” is checked:
   1) Detail the cost **per day** of meals (approximate cost may be provided):
      $30
   2) Provide the reason for selecting the location of the event or trip:
      The ASPCA has identified the three local farms as examples of higher-welfare and pasture-based farming.

16. Name, nightly cost, and reasons for selecting each hotel or other lodging facility:
   - Hotel Name: n/a  
     City:  
     Cost Per Night:  
     Reason(s) for Selecting:
   - Hotel Name:  
     City:  
     Cost Per Night:  
     Reason(s) for Selecting:
   - Hotel Name:  
     City:  
     Cost Per Night:  
     Reason(s) for Selecting:

17. □ I represent that all expenses connected to the trip will be for actual costs incurred and not a per diem or lump sum payment. **Signify that the statement is true by checking the box.**
18. **Total Expenses for each Participant:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Transportation Expenses per Participant</th>
<th>Total Lodging Expenses per Participant</th>
<th>Total Meal Expenses per Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For each Member, Officer, or Employee</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Accompanying Family Member</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Other Expenses (dollar amount per item)</th>
<th>Identify Specific Nature of “Other” Expenses (e.g., taxi, parking, registration fee, etc.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For each Member, Officer, or Employee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For each Accompanying Family Member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** Willful or knowing misrepresentations on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

19. **Check only one:**
   a. [ ] I certify that I am an officer of the organization listed below; OR
   b. [ ] Not Applicable. Trip sponsor is an individual or a U.S. institution of higher education.

20. I certify by my signature that
   a. I read and understand the Committee’s Travel Regulations;
   b. I am not a registered federal lobbyist or registered foreign agent; and
   c. The information on this form is true, complete, and correct to the best of my knowledge.

**Signature:** ___________________________ **Date:** 03/30/2023

**Name:** Beverly J. Jones  **Title:** SVP & Chief Legal Officer

**Organization:** The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA)

**Address:** 424 E. 92nd St. New York NY 10128

**Email:** beverly.jones@aspca.org  **Telephone:** (212) 876-7700 x4559

**INSTRUCTIONS**

Complete the Primary Trip Sponsor Form and submit the agenda, invitation list, any attachments, and any Additional Trip Sponsor Forms directly to the Travelers.

Written approval from the Committee on Ethics is required before traveling on this trip. The Committee on Ethics will notify the House invitees directly and will not notify the trip sponsors.

Willful or knowing misrepresentation on this form may be subject to criminal prosecution under 18 U.S.C. § 1001.

Signatures must comply with section 104(bb) of the Travel Regulations.

**For questions, please contact the Committee on Ethics at:**

ethicscommittee@mail.house.gov  202-225-7103

More information and forms available at ethics.house.gov
May 17, 2023

Mr. Edwin Sevilla  
Office of the Honorable Linda Sánchez  
2428 Rayburn House Office Building  
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Sevilla:

Pursuant to House Rule 25, clause 5(d)(2), the Committee on Ethics hereby approves your proposed trip to Lovettsville, Virginia, scheduled for May 19, 2023, sponsored by American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. We remind you that, because the trip sponsor employs a federal lobbyist, you may participate in officially-connected activity on one calendar day only.

You must complete an Employee Post-Travel Disclosure Form (which your employing Member must also sign) and file it, together with a Sponsor Post-Travel Disclosure Form completed by the trip sponsor, with the Clerk of the House within 15 days after your return from travel. As part of that filing, you are also required to attach a copy of this letter and both the Traveler and Primary Trip Sponsor Forms (including attachments) you previously submitted to the Committee in seeking pre-approval for this trip. If you are required to file an annual Financial Disclosure Statement, you must also report all travel expenses totaling more than $480 from a single source on the “Travel” schedule of your annual Financial Disclosure Statement covering this calendar year. Finally, Travel Regulation § 404(d) also requires you to keep a copy of all request forms and supporting information provided to the Committee for three subsequent Congresses from the date of travel.

If you have any further questions, please contact the Committee’s Office of Advice and Education at extension 5-7103.

Sincerely,

Michael Guest             Susan Wild
Chairman                  Ranking Member

MG/SW:mc
Agenda

- 9:15 AM: Leave DC to head to Georges Mill Farm in Lovettsville, VA
  - Tour participants will be traveling with a few farmers and issue experts. We expect conversations related to farming practices and the impact of government programs on farm success and growth to occur during travel to and between stops.
- 10:30 AM - 10:45 AM: Arrive at Georges Mill Farm
- 10:45 AM - 11:45 AM: Tour of Georges Mill Farm led by farmer Molly
  - Tour participants will hear about the farm's history, animal welfare practices, dairy production methods, and experience navigating the marketplace and reaching consumers. The farmer will highlight government-administered programs utilized to support the farm. A few farmers from the area have also been invited to share their experiences about interacting with federal agencies.
- 11:45 AM: Leave for Open Book Farm in Middletown, MD
- 12:15 PM: Arrive at Open Book Farm
- 12:15 PM – 1:00 PM: Tour of Open Book Farm led by farmer MK
  - Tour participants will hear about the farm's history, animal welfare practices, animal and crop production methods, and experience navigating the marketplace and reaching consumers. The farmer will highlight government-administered programs utilized to support the farm.
- 1:00 PM - 1:45 PM: Lite lunch and facilitated conversation at Open Book Farm
  - ASPCA staff will facilitate a panel discussion of policy experts and potential policymakers (panelist TBD) to connect the dots between government programs and agencies like those administered by USDA and the food system they help create.
- 1:45 PM: Leave for Holterholm Farms
- 1:55 PM: Arrive at Holterholm Farms
- 1:55 PM - 2:45 PM: Tour of Holterholm Farms led by farmer Ron
  - Tour participants will hear about the farm's history, animal welfare practices, dairy production methods, and experience navigating the marketplace and reaching consumers. The farmer will highlight government-administered programs utilized to support the farm. Holterholm Farms is also a member of the Organic Valley Dairy Cooperative. Organic Valley representatives will also be in attendance to share the collective experience of their members through a nationwide supply chain.
- 2:45 PM: Leave to return to DC
  - On the bus a few farmers from across the country will share how their experience raising animals in other types of production systems is similar or different from those at the three farms visited on the tour.
- 4:30 PM: Arrive back in DC
House Invitation List

Ben Owens  
Legislative Director  
Representative Alma Adams (NC)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Adams

Carlie Tianello  
Legislative Aide  
Representative Colin Allred (TX)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Allred

Abbie Killian  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Colin Allred (TX)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Allred

Peter Trombley  
Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Becca Balint (VT)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Balint

Kate Gorud  
Legislative Director  
Representative Becca Balint (VT)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Balint

Rachel Seplow  
Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Nanette Barragan (CA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Barragan

Tony Tran  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Nanette Barragan (CA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Barragan

James Lytle  
Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Joyce Beatty (OH)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Beatty

Julia Kravitz  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Don Beyer (VA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Beyer

Kate Schisler  
Legislative Director  
Representative Don Beyer (VA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Beyer

Jon Bosworth  
Legislative Director  
Representative Earl Blumenauer (OR)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Blumenauer
House Invitation List

Zoe Walker
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Earl Blumenauer (OR)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Blumenauer

Sophie Rapley
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Lisa Blunt Rochester (DE)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Blunt Rochester

Nate Robinson
Legislative Assistant
Representative Lisa Blunt Rochester (DE)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Blunt Rochester

Andrew Dunn
Legislative Assistant
Representative Suzanne Bonamici (OR)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Bonamici

Rajiv Sicora
Legislative Director
Representative Jamaal Bowman (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Bowman

Courtney Miller
Legislative Director
Representative Shontel Brown (OH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Brown

Julia Rossman
Senior Policy Adviser
Representative Shontel Brown (OH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Brown

Sharon Wagener
Legislative Director
Representative Julia Brownley (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Brownley

Nate Birnbaum
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Julia Brownley (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Brownley

Don Green
Senior Policy Adviser
Representative Vern Buchanan (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Buchanan

David Bean
Legislative Assistant
Representative Larry Bucshon (IN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Bucshon
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Omar Ibarra
Legislative Assistant
Representative Nikki Budzinski (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Budzinski

Shallum Atkinson
Senior Policy Adviser
Representative Nikki Budzinski (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Budzinski

Danny Hartl
Legislative Assistant
Representative Ken Calvert (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Calvert

Ben Harrison
Legislative Director
Representative Yadira Caraveo (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Caraveo

Richa Patel
Legislative Assistant
Representative Yadira Caraveo (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Caraveo

Ruth Vazquez
Legislative Assistant
Representative Salud Carbajal (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Carbajal

Tanner Dorrough
Legislative Assistant
Representative Salud Carbajal (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Carbajal

Mariah Philips
Senior Adviser, Health Policy
Representative Tony Cardenas (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Cardenas

Carlos Condarco
Legislative Director
Representative Tony Cardenas (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Cardenas

Andrea Martin
Legislative Director/Counsel
Representative André Carson (IN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Carson

Kevin Griffen
Legislative Assistant
Representative André Carson (IN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Carson
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Gabrielle Howard
Legislative Director
Representative Troy Carter (LA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Carter

Nick Strother
Legislative Assistant
Representative Troy Carter (LA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Carter

Aliza Oppenheim
Legislative Assistant
Representative Matt Cartwright (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Cartwright

Stephanie Trinh
Chief of Staff
Representative Greg Casar (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Casar

Ann Oliveira
Legislative Director
Representative Greg Casar (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Casar

Derrick Clark
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Ed Case (HI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Case

Jack Versten
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Sean Casten (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Casten

Amanda Shafer
Legislative Assistant
Representative Sean Casten (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Casten

Capreece Kelsaw
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Kathy Castor (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Castor

Evan Brooks
Legislative Assistant
Representative Kathy Castor (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Castor

Jenna Christiansen
Legislative Assistant
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Representative Judy Chu (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Chu

Leo Confalone
Scheduler/Legislative Aide
Representative David Cicilline (RI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Cicilline

Casey Davison
Legislative Assistant
Representative Katherine Clark (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Clark

Wooyoung Lim
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Katherine Clark (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Clark

Ian Hamilton
Legislative Aide/Staff Assistant
Representative Yvette Clarke (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Clarke

Kyler Gilkey
Deputy Chief of Staff
Representative Stephen Cohen (TN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Cohen

Elizabeth Barrie
Legislative Assistant
Representative Lou [Jose] Correa (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Correa

Alexa Fox
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Jim Costa (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Costa

Samantha DeVito
Legislative Aide
Representative Joe Courtney (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Courtney

Meghan O'Sullivan Ruvinsky
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Joe Courtney (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Courtney

Brandon Bradley
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jasmine Crockett (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Crockett

Peter Trapp
Legislative Assistant
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Representative Jason Crow (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Crow

Caleb Gilchrist
Deputy Chief of Staff
Representative Danny Davis (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Davis

Jonathan Miller
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Don Davis (NC)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Davis

Sarah Jacobs
Legislative Assistant
Representative Madeleine Dean (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Dean

Matt Walter
Legislative Aide/Legislative Correspondent
Representative Diana DeGette (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative DeGette

Finn Storer
Fellow
Representative Rosa DeLauro (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative DeLauro

Marie Gualtieri
Policy Adviser
Representative Rosa DeLauro (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative DeLauro

Alex Rajakovich
Legislative Assistant
Representative Chris Deluzio (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Deluzio

Sarah Jackson
Legislative Director
Representative Mark DeSaulnier (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative DeSaulnier

Johana Mata
Legislative Assistant
Representative Lloyd Doggett (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Doggett

Maria Calixtro
Legislative Assistant
Representative Veronica Escobar (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Escobar

Celeste Woloshyn
Legislative Aide/Legislative Correspondent
House Invitation List

Representative Anna Eshoo (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Eshoo

Eric Henshall
Legislative Director
Representative Anna Eshoo (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Eshoo

Chandler Mason
Senior Policy Adviser
Representative Dwight Evans (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Evans

Matthew Clarkin
Legislative Assistant
Representative Brian Fitzpatrick (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Fitzpatrick

Peter Chong
Deputy District Director
Representative Brian Fitzpatrick (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Fitzpatrick

Maggie Schmidt
Legislative Assistant
Representative Bill Foster (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Foster

Alex Blanton
Staff Assistant/Legislative Aide
Representative Valerie Foushee (NC)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Foushee

Becca Flikier
Legislative Director
Representative Lois Frankel (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Frankel

Jen Curt
Legislative Director
Representative Martin Frost (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Frost

Jane Garza
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Ruben Gallego (AZ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Gallego

Emma Reidy
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Ruben Gallego (AZ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Gallego

Iain Hart
House Invitation List

Legislative Director
Representative John Garamendi (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Garamendi

Zoleiry Hernandez
Legislative Assistant/Legislative Coordinator
Representative Jesús García (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative García

Andrew Bower
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Robert Garcia (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative García

Kriti Korula
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Sylvia Garcia (TX)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative García

Jack Engelberger
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Jared Golden (ME)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Golden

Katherine Gillespie
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jared Golden (ME)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Golden

Erin Meegan
Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director
Representative Dan Goldman (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Goldman

Ethan Dodd
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jimmy Gomez (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Gomez

Jonathan Older
Scheduler
Representative Josh Gottheimer (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Gottheimer

Josh Shapiro
Legislative Aide
Representative Josh Gottheimer (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Gottheimer

Sayanna Molina
Legislative Director
Representative Raúl Grijalva (AZ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Grijalva

Norma Salazar
House Invitation List

Legislative Director
Representative Raul Grijalva (AZ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Grijalva

Miranda Ganter
Legislative Director
Representative Jahana Hayes (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Hayes

Sean Higgins
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jim Himes (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Himes

Hannah Aiken
Legislative Director
Representative Jim Himes (CT)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Himes

Kevin Herzik
Legislative Assistant
Representative Steven Horsford (NV)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Horsford

LaVontae Brooks
Deputy Chief of Staff
Representative Steven Horsford (NV)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Horsford

Emma Consoli
Staff Assistant/Office Manager
Representative Chrissy Houlahan (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Houlahan

Jack Leighninger
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Chrissy Houlahan (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Houlahan

Olivia Wilhite
Legislative Assistant
Representative Valerie Hoyle (OR)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Hoyle

Shane Trimmer
Legislative Director
Representative Jared Huffman (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Huffman

Anthony Montoya
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jared Huffman (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Huffman
House Invitation List

Yves Zamar
Legislative Director
Representative Jonathan Jackson (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Jackson

Jordan Nasif
Legislative Correspondent/Legislative Aide
Representative Sara Jacobs (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Jacobs

Amanda Newman
Policy Adviser
Representative Sara Jacobs (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Jacobs

Diego Sanchez
Legislative Aide
Representative Pramila Jayapal (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Jayapal

Michael Bauduy
Legislative Assistant
Representative Pramila Jayapal (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Jayapal

Zack Lobel
Legislative Director
Representative Hakeem Jeffries (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Jeffries

Disha Banik
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Hakeem Jeffries (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Jeffries

Antwoin Monach
Legislative Assistant
Representative Hank [Henry] Johnson (GA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Johnson

Gabrielle Howard
Legislative Director
Representative Sydney Kamlager (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Kamlager

Nathaniel Dullea
Legislative Assistant
Representative Marcy Kaptur (OH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Kaptur

Andrew Nelson
District Policy Adviser
Representative William Keating (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Keating
House Invitation List

Ryan Maddock
Legislative Director
Representative William Keating (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Keating

Kevin Fox
Legislative Director
Representative Ro Khanna (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Khanna

Sam Ropa
Legislative Assistant
Representative Dan Kildee (MI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Kildee

Jordan Dickinson
Legislative Director
Representative Dan Kildee (MI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Kildee

Marshall Burkhartd
Legislative Assistant
Representative Andy Kim (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Kim

Ashley Lund
Legislative Aide
Representative Raja Krishnamoorthi (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Krishnamoorthi

Will Pisano
Legislative Director
Representative Ann Kuster (NH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Kuster

Tamar Epps
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Ann Kuster (NH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Kuster

Francisco Sabáte
Legislative Assistant
Representative Barbara Lee (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Lee

Erika Ninoyu
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Barbara Lee (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Lee

Chris Koya
Legislative Assistant
Representative Summer Lee (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Lee

Rachel Montoya
House Invitation List

Legislative Assistant
Representative Teresa Leger Fernandez (NM)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Leger Fernandez

Adeline DeYoung
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Teresa Leger Fernandez (NM)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Leger Fernandez

Alison Feinswog
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Mike Levin (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Levin

Oliver Edelson
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Mike Levin (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Levin

Monique Bolsajian
Legislative Assistant
Representative Ted Lieu (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Lieu

Leah Uhrig
Legislative Director
Representative Ted Lieu (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Lieu

Chad Powell
Legislative Correspondent/Press Assistant
Representative Zoe Lofgren (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Lofgren

Priscilla Kim
Senior Policy Advisor
Representative Zoe Lofgren (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Lofgren

Bruce Fernandez
Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director
Representative Steve Lynch (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Lynch

William Seabrook
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Steve Lynch (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Lynch

Mike DeFilippis
Legislative Director
Representative Nicole Malliotakis (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Malliotakis

Sydney Dahiyat
Legislative Aide
House Invitation List

Representative Doris Matsui (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Matsui

John Cooper
Legislative Assistant
Representative Doris Matsui (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Matsui

Quinton Johnson
Legislative Aide/Correspondent
Representative Betty McCollum (MN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative McCollum

Mike Demakos
Legislative Director
Representative Morgan McGarvey (KY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative McGarvey

Trevor O'Connor
Legislative Assistant
Representative Morgan McGarvey (KY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative McGarvey

John Swords
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Jim McGovern (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative McGovern

Abigail Cipparone
Legislative Director
Representative Kweisi Mfume (MD)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Mfume

Allegra Carson
Deputy Legislative Director
Representative Kweisi Mfume (MD)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Mfume

Anna Whitwam
Staff Assistant/Legislative Correspondent
Representative Gwen Moore (WI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Moore

Chris Goldson
Legislative Director
Representative Gwen Moore (WI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Moore

Dan Lemire
Legislative Assistant
Representative Joe Morelle (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Morelle

Brenna Goss
Legislative Correspondent/Legislative Aide
House Invitation List

Representative Seth Moulton (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Moulton

Matt Jansen
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jerrold Nadler (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Nadler

Alison Cohen
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jerrold Nadler (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Nadler

Abbie Callahan
Legislative Assistant
Representative Joe Neguse (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Neguse

Ryan Shuman
Legislative Assistant
Representative Joe Neguse (CO)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Neguse

Madison Hughes
Legislative Aide
Representative Donald Norcross (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Norcross

Sullivan Gassmann
Legislative Correspondent/Press Assistant
Representative Eleanor Norton (DC)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Norton

Bridget Lawson
Legislative Assistant
Representative Eleanor Norton (DC)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Norton

Bryce Causey
Legislative Assistant
Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Ocasio-Cortez

Jasleen Vig
Legislative Aide/Correspondent
Representative Ilhan Omar (MN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Omar

Maria Issakhanian
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Ilhan Omar (MN)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Omar

Trey Elizondo
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jimmy Panetta (CA)
House Invitation List

Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Panetta
Paige Henderson
Legislative Assistant
Representative Chris Pappas (NH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Pappas
Maev Dolan
Legislative Assistant
Representative Chris Pappas (NH)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Pappas
Francesco Hanson
Legislative Correspondent/Legislative Aide
Representative Bill Pascrell (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Pascrell
Christopher Hadad
Economic Policy Adviser
Representative Bill Pascrell (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Pascrell
Kent Ring
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Donald Payne (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Payne
Sam Hiratsuka
Legislative Assistant
Representative Mary Peltola (AK)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Peltola
Chelsea Glynn
Policy Adviser
Representative Chellie Pingree (ME)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Pingree
Chelsea Blink
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Mark Pocan (WI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Pocan
Medora Jones
Legislative Assistant
Representative Mark Pocan (WI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Pocan
Natalie Marek
Legislative Assistant
Representative Katie Porter (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Porter
Annika Erickson
Legislative Assistant
Representative Bill Posey (FL)
House Invitation List

Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Posey

Rick Podiliska
Senior Policy Adviser
Representative Bill Posey (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Posey

Demarquim Johnson
Legislative Director
Representative Ayanna Pressley (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Pressley

Art Gordon
Senior Advisor
Representative Ayanna Pressley (MA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Pressley

Joicelynne Jackson
Legislative Director
Representative Delia Ramirez (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Ramirez

Lucy Shaw
Legislative Assistant
Representative Jamie Raskin (MD)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Raskin

Ashlee Bierworth
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Guy Reschenthaler (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Reschenthaler

Alexandra Heller
Legislative Assistant
Representative Raul Ruiz (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Ruiz

Daniel Clayton
Legislative Assistant
Representative C. A. Dutch Ruppersberger (MD)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Ruppersberger

Josh Doncan
Legislative Director
Representative Andrea Salinas (OR)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Salinas

Kelly Nickel
Legislative Director/Counsel
Representative Maria Salazar (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Salazar

John Mark Kolb
Deputy Chief of Staff
House Invitation List

Representative Maria Salazar (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Salazar

Edwin Sevilla
Legislative Assistant
Representative Linda Sánchez (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Sánchez

Leila Duman
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative John Sarbanes (MD)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Sarbanes

Emily Kastenberg
Staff Assistant/Legislative Correspondent
Representative Mary Gay Scanlon (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Scanlon

Faith Wilcox
Legislative Assistant
Representative Mary Gay Scanlon (PA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Scanlon

Andrew Goczkowski
Senior Adviser/Special Projects Director
Representative Jan Schakowsky (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Schakowsky

Amy Aaronson Levine
Legislative Assistant/Budget Associate
Representative Jan Schakowsky (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Schakowsky

Maddy Flamm
Legislative Assistant
Representative Brad Schneider (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Schneider

Tommy Brown
Legislative Director
Representative Brad Schneider (IL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Schneider

Cory Maks-Solomon
Senior Legislative Assistant
Representative Brad Sherman (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Sherman

Johan Propst
Legislative Director
Representative Brad Sherman (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Sherman

Korey Calloway
Brookings Institution Legis Congressional Fellow
Representative Elissa Slotkin (MI)
House Invitation List

Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Slotkin

Austin Girelli
Deputy Legislative Director
Representative Elissa Slotkin (MI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Slotkin

Sam Gottlieb
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Adam Smith (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Smith

Connor Stubbs
Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director
Representative Adam Smith (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Smith

Tyler Ladzinski
Legislative Assistant/Legislative Correspondent
Representative Chris Smith (NJ)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Smith

Andrea Valdes
Legislative Assistant
Representative Darren Soto (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Soto

Nicole McLaren
Legislative Director
Representative Darren Soto (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Soto

Rebecca Eichmann
Legislative Assistant
Representative Abigail Spanberger (VA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Spanberger

Sam Wojcicki
Legislative Director
Representative Abigail Spanberger (VA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Spanberger

Ian Fluellan
Deputy Chief of Staff/Legislative Director
Representative Melanie Stansbury (NM)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Stansbury

Lauren Vernon
Legislative Assistant
Representative Melanie Stansbury (NM)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Stansbury

Jim Robertson
Legislative Director
Representative Elise Stefanik (NY)
House Invitation List

Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Stefanik

Faith Tuttle
Legislative Assistant
Representative Elise Stefanik (NY)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Stefanik

Twinkle Patel
Legislative Assistant
Representative Greg Steube (FL)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Steube

Lila Bernardin
Staff Assistant
Representative Marilyn Strickland (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Strickland

Elizabeth Beltran
Legislative Assistant
Representative Marilyn Strickland (WA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Strickland

Morgan Carter
Legislative Correspondent
Representative Eric Swalwell (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Swalwell

Lucas Lam
Health Legislative Assistant
Representative Eric Swalwell (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Swalwell

Mieko Kuramoto
Legislative Aide
Representative Mark Takano (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Takano

Matthew Ceja
Legislative Assistant
Representative Mark Takano (CA)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Takano

Michael Snider
Staff Assistant
Representative Shri Thanedar (MI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Thanedar

Chi Chukwuka
Legislative Director
Representative Shri Thanedar (MI)
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Thanedar

Dean Johnson
Legislative Assistant
Representative Dina Titus (NV)
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Titus
House Invitation List

Mitch Heidenreich  
Senior Legislative Assistant  
Representative Jill Tokuda (HI)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Tokuda

Clara Tibbetts  
Materials Research Society/Optical Society of America Congressional Science and Engineering Fellow  
Representative Paul Tonko (NY)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Tonko

Silvia Ruelas  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Norma Torres (CA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Torres

Danny Ruiz  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Norma Torres (CA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Torres

Gabriel Smith  
Legislative Aide/Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Ritchie Torres (NY)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Torres

Leonardo Mendoza Bernuy  
Legislative Aide/Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Ritchie Torres (NY)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Torres

Alex Karabatsos  
Staff Assistant/Legislative Correspondent  
Representative Lori Trahan (MA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Trahan

Elya Taichman  
Legislative Director  
Representative Lori Trahan (MA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Trahan

Mary Wentworth  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Lauren Underwood (IL)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Underwood

Chloe Grainger  
Senior Legislative Assistant  
Representative Lauren Underwood (IL)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Underwood

Emily Latimer  
Legislative Correspondent/Press Assistant  
Representative Juan Vargas (CA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Vargas
House Invitation List

Austin Yager  
Legislative Director  
Representative Gabe Vasquez (NM)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Vasquez  

Matt Capodanno  
Legislative Aide  
Representative Gabe Vasquez (NM)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles agriculture issues for Representative Vasquez  

Rumer LeGendre  
Senior Legislative Assistant  
Representative Nydia Velázquez (NY)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Velázquez  

Adam Jardine  
Legislative Counsel/Appropriations Director  
Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (FL)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Wasserman Schultz  

Grace Iheke  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Bonnie Watson Coleman (NJ)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal issues for Representative Watson Coleman  

Amelia Faraco-Hadlock  
Senior Legislative Assistant  
Representative Jennifer Wexton (VA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Wexton  

Yann Schinazi  
Senior Policy Adviser/Speechwriter  
Representative Susan Wild (PA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Wild  

Matt Alexis  
Legislative Assistant  
Representative Nikema Williams (GA)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Williams  

Derron Bennett  
Legislative Director  
Representative Frederica Wilson (FL)  
Reason for Invitation: Handles animal and agriculture issues for Representative Wilson  

Rep. Khanna (Leader on animal welfare policy issues)  
Rep. Wexton (Farm is located in district)  
Rep. Trone (Farms are located in district)  
Rep. McGovern (Leader on animal welfare policy issues)  
Rep. Meng (Leader on animal welfare policy issues)  
Rep. Fitzpatrick (Leader on animal welfare policy issues)